
 

 
 

   
 

  
 

FPGA/Electronics Engineer 
White City, London 

  
 
The Role 
 
DNAe, the inventors of semiconductor-based next-generation sequencing (NGS) 
technology, is developing a revolutionary new platform that enables NGS-based 
diagnostic capability in an easy to use, cartridge-based system that will allow direct 
from clinical specimen to clinically relevant, actionable results in a matter of hours. 
 
We at DNAe are currently looking to hire an FPGA/Electronics Engineer to work in our 
EE team.  Working on existing and brand-new product development for next generation 
DNA sequencing systems.  
 
The Engineer will demonstrate the ability of creating new concepts and providing 
innovative solutions, working alongside and effectively communicating with a wide 
range of disciplines, IC design engineers, software engineers, mechanical engineers, 
and scientists. 
 
Primary responsibilities  

You will also work in partnership with major silicon and tier-1 industry companies, this 
position offers challenging research and design work at the truly leading edge. 

There are two main areas of responsibility; 

Real-time embedded system design (FPGA + Software). This is focused on the 
development of an acquisition platform which interfaces between the DNAe IC and the 
high-level software.  

You will maintain the existing implementation, which uses Xilinx FPGAs with code 
written in Verilog. You will also be responsible for the architecture of future platforms. 
You will interact with the high-level software engineers and guide them in how to 
interface their code with the real-time acquisition platform. You will develop PC-based 
C# applications to test the data paths independently of the high-level software.  

A working knowledge or experience of Python would be very useful. 

System Architecture. You will act as the DNAe electronic systems architect and will 
oversee the design of the DNAe IC into in-house test rigs. You will act as a consultant 
on the design of DNAe PCBs with an external design company. You will also be the 
interface with a third-party design company in the design of an instrument incorporating 
DNAe related electronic systems.  

You will carry out other ad hoc duties as directed by your manager and carry out all 
responsibilities in line with the company values. 



 

 
 

 
 
 
Required qualifications and experience 

Education:  

• A minimum of Bachelor level degree ( BEng, BSc, MEng) in Electronics Engineering, 
ideally a 1st or 2.1. 

Skills:  

• Solid skills and experience in FPGA design, optimization, and troubleshooting.   
• Experience with DDR interfaces. 
• Knowledge and experience of working on a variety of high-speed electronics 

projects.    
• A broad skillset including VHDL or Verilog. 
• Experience of system level design, including PCB design. 

 

Experience: 

• The ideal candidate will have demonstrated significant industry experience.  
• Python skills are desirable 

 
Apply 
To apply please email careers@dnae.com with your CV and salary expectations.  
Please include any other information you would like us to consider. 
 
This role is based at Scale Space, White City. 
 


